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We describe power-dependent dynamics of conversion of 
the guided modes of various guiding structures due to near-
ly resonant longitudinal modulation of the nonlinear coeffi-
cient of the medium. It is shown that the control of the ener-
gy exchange integrals, as well as of the input weights of the 
interacting modes is especially crucial for efficient mode 
conversion in the setting considered here. Complex dynam-
ics of conversion incorporates various scenarios, including 
non-harmonic oscillations of the energy weights, which 
mimics Jacoby elliptical functions. 
 
Coupling of different modes in waveguiding optical structures is a topic of continuous interest, primarily due to numerous practical applications. In its simplest physical realization in linear optical waveguides (or fibers) with longitudinally varying refractive index, stimulated mode conversion is adequately described by a system of coupled ordinary differential equa-tions for the modal amplitudes (see, e.g., [1] and references therein). The longitudinal modulation of the waveguide parameters modifies propaga-tion constants of the eigenmodes, and can bring the system to phase matching if the mismatch of propagation constants of interacting modes coincides with spatial frequency of the modulation. Importantly, a simple mathematical analogy exists between stimulated mode conversion pro-cess and Rabi flopping – periodic transitions between two stationary states of a quantum system driven by the resonant external field (see [2-4] for reviews). A large variety of light-guiding architectures open many possibilities for practical realization of stimulated mode conversion: from simple one-dimensional multimode waveguides and photonic lattices [5-7], to more sophisticated helical structures, offering coupling of vortex modes with different topological charges [8-11]. More recently so called PT-symmetric waveguides, featuring spatially inhomogeneous balanced gain and absorption, were shown to influence energy conversion of eigenmodes [12]. Stimulated mode conversion is possible also in strongly guiding dielectric or metal-dielectric structures providing deep subwave-length confinement of light beams [13]. Since resonant mode coupling leads to notable modifications of the mode weights, it can be used for controllable shaping of light beams, dynamical manipulation of the diffrac-tion strength in arrays of multimode waveguides, and transformation of the topological structure of the beam, to name just a few possibilities. Modulation of the nonlinearity coefficient along the fiber or waveguide also leads to interesting phenomena. Thus, pulses propagating along such a fiber may develop periodically modulated envelope [14] – an effect 
analogous to the formation of Faraday pattern in systems with parametric excitation [15]. Such a modulation leads, for instance, to high-frequency pulsing in ring cavities built from nonlinear modulated fibers [16,17]. Interesting dynamical effects have been also obtained in fibers with dis-persion modulation [18], which in some limit is equivalent to the modula-tion of nonlinearity coefficient. Even richer dynamics is possible when linear and nonlinear refractive index profiles in the material are simulta-neously longitudinally modulated. Modern technologies allow creation of such structures, moreover, in waveguides, written in glass by femtosecond laser pulses, an increase of the linear refractive index accompanied by a decrease of the nonlinearity coefficient [19]. Similarly, fabrication of ta-pered photonic crystal fibers with desired longitudinal variation law of their parameters  was demonstrated recently in [20]. Longitudinal nonlin-earity modulation was suggested as a mechanism to control discrete solitons in waveguide arrays [21] (on [22] related idea was suggested in dissipative system). Strong longitudinal nonlinearity modulation may result in the formation of compact nonlinear excitations in waveguide arrays [23]. Recent survey of related effects can be found in [24]. Soliton dynamics was analyzed in longitudinally modulated nonlinear lattices [25,26] as well as in Bose-Einstein condensates [27]. Notice, however, that 
stimulated mode conversion due to longitudinal nonlinearity modulation was not considered so far, to the best of our knowledge. It this Letter, we address multimode bell-shaped waveguides and more complex guiding structures in the presence of periodic longitudinal modu-lation of the Kerr-type nonlinearity and illustrate nontrivial features of the mode conversion process in such structures. The conversion efficiency can be high even for weak nonlinearity modulation. The key roles of the ex-change integrals and the input weights of interacting modes in the trans-formation process are elucidated. We consider light propagation in a multimode waveguide with longitu-dinal modulation of the nonlinearity coefficient, which is governed by the nonlinear Schrödinger equation for the dimensionless field amplitude q : 
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Here the transverse   and longitudinal   coordinates are scaled to the characteristic transverse width (width of the fundamental mode of the waveguide, for example) and diffraction length, respectively; the function 
( )R   with max ( )R p   describes the transverse refractive index profile; the parameter   stands for the depth of the longitudinal modula-tion of the nonlinearity coefficient, while parameter p  describes wave-guide depth. To illustrate that mode conversion process works equally well for different waveguides, we consider two types of the structure: 
sech-type waveguide sech( )R p   and complex grating-type struc-ture ( /2)[1 cos(4 )]sech(2 / )R p      with multiple transverse shape oscillations. At 0  such waveguides support a set of stationary eigenmodes of the form ( , ) ( )exp( )k kq w ib    , where kb  is the propagation constant and the function ( )kw   describes the transverse mode shape. We adopt the conventional normalization for all eigenmodes: 
2( ) 1kw d 


 . Examples of symmetric linear modes 1,3w  support-ed by the above mentioned waveguides with 3p  are shown in Fig. 1 together with refractive index distributions that are shown in the form of potential "wells", i.e. with negative sign. It is only such modes that can mutually couple due to symmetric nonlinearity modulation in Eq. (1). For the parameters of waveguides chosen above the propagation constants are given by 1 2.269b  , 3 0.373b   for the sech-type potential, and by 
1 1.315b  , 3 0.375b   for the grating-type one. For investigation of the mode conversion we use linear superposition 
1, 0 1 3, 0 30q c w c w       of symmetric guided modes at 0 , where 1, 0c  , 3, 0c   are the initial modal amplitudes, and consider evolution of such input in model (1). It is convenient to introduce energy weights 2k kc   of the modes and select input modal amplitudes in such a way that , 0 1kk     (in the absence of losses on radiation this condition holds at any distance  ). To get a preliminary insight into field dynamics, a standard approach of resonantly coupled modes [1] was considered 
1 1 1 3 3 3( , ) ( ) ( )exp( ) ( ) ( )exp( )q c w ib c w ib         , where modal amplitudes kc  are functions of   now. Substitution into Eq. (1) yields the system of ordinary differential equations for modal amplitudes: 
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where 1 3b b    is the detuning from exact resonance frequency 
1 3r b b   . Here we introduced the "exchange integrals": 
 3 313 1 3 31 3 1, ,g w w d g w w d 
 
 
    (3) and took into account the normalization for modes discussed above. The system (2) admits Hamiltonian formulation with 
22
13 1 31 3 1 3 3 1( /2)( )( )i ii g c g c c c e c c e             and it conserves the sum of energy weights 1 3   (compare with other mod-els of three wave coupling [28] also leading to Hamiltonian systems of coupled mode equations), Note, that in contrast with the case of linear modulation of the waveguide [5], the exchange integrals do not involve the shape of the waveguide ( )R   and depend solely on the shapes of the guided modes. This sets the validity limits for coupled-mode approach:  the mode shape should not be strongly affected by the nonlinearity. To minimize the impact of nonlinearity on mode shapes we use in Eq. (1) the nonlinear coefficient with zero mean along  . Exchange integrals (3) have different magnitudes (typically 13 31g g ) and usually different signs. Thus, for sech-type potential with parameters: 13 0.124g  , 
31 0.017g  , while for grating-type one: 13 0.159g  , 
31 0.007g  , i.e. the exchange integral 31g  may be smaller than 13g  by one order of magnitude. Eqs. (2) admit implicit analytical solution at exact resonance 0 : 
 Fig. 1. Profiles of the first and third linear guided modes of (a) sech-type and (b) grating-type potentials at 3p . The curves showing mode shapes kw  are downshifted in accordance with corresponding propaga-tion constants kb  to illustrate the position of the corresponding energy level within potential well.  
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where plus in the denominator should be taken when the input weight of the third mode 3, 0 13 13 31/( )g g g    , while minus corresponds to 
3, 0 13 13 31/( )g g g    . In (4) 0  is the integration constant deter-mined by the initial conditions. The weight of the first mode follows from 
2 2
1 31c c  . Eq. (4) predicts that in exact resonance the evolution of mode weights is non-periodic [see Fig. 2(a) illustrating solution (4)]. At 
  both weights gradually approach constant asymptotic values 
1, 31 31 13/( )g g g   , 3, 13 13 31/( )g g g   , independent-ly on the initial conditions (for sech-type potential with selected parame-ters one has 1, 0.122   , 3, 0.878   ). If the initial weight of the third mode is below its asymptotic value then considerable energy exchange between modes occurs – the energy first accumulates in the first mode and then gradually transfers to the third mode. In contrast, when 
3, 0 3,     the energy first accumulates in the third mode and then small fraction of it returns to the first mode [see dashed lines in Fig. 2(a)], so that energy exchange is weak. The distance at which weights 
1,3  reach their first extrema increases with 3, 0   and diverges at 
3, 0 3,     indicating on the qualitative modification of conversion dynamics. At 31 0g   the solution 
2 2 2 2
3 0 0 13( ) /[( ) 4/ ]g          of Eqs. (2) becomes particular-ly simple (here 0  is the corresponding integration constant). 
 Fig. 2. Evolution of mode weights in sech-type potential calculated with the aid of coupled-mode approach for relative detuning (in percent) 0  (a) and 0.1  (b) at 0.3 . In (a) 3, 0 0    for solid lines, and 
3, 0 0.96    for dashed lines. 
 For nonzero detuning 0  the energy exchange is always periodic. Analytical solutions are not available in this case and we use numerical 
integration of Eqs. (2) to illustrate propagation dynamics [see Fig. 2(b)]. As discussed previously, the energy exchange between modes is strong if the initial weight of third mode 3, 0 3,     and is notably weaker for 
3, 0 3,    , remaining periodic in both cases [here 
3, 13 13 31/( )g g g    is the asymptotic weight defined for exact resonance]. Apparently, the dependencies ( )k   resemble now combina-tions of elliptic functions. The period of oscillations diverges when 
3, 0 3,    . We stress this principal difference with mode conver-sion process due to modulation of the linear refractive index, for which 
evolution of modal amplitudes is described by trigonometric functions [5]. The period of oscillations decreases with   as follows from (2). To describe conversion process in real-world system we now turn to integration of Eq. (1). We start with superposition of the first and third modes and calculate modal amplitudes ( ) ( , ) ( )k kc q w d      determined by projections of the total field amplitude at distance   on eigenmodes of the waveguide and corresponding energy weights ( )k  . We also varied the frequency detuning 1 3( )b b    from exact reso-nance, where   is the relative detuning.  
 Fig. 3. Dynamics of stimulated mode conversion in sech-type potential for 0.3 . Intensity distributions for conversion process 1 3w w  are shown for (a) 3, 0 0    and (b) 3, 0 0.22   , while conversion process 3 1w w  is shown for (c) 1, 0 0.12    and (d) 1, 0 0.13   . In all cases 
1, 0 3, 0 1     . 
 Figure 3 illustrates representative propagation dynamics ( 2( , )q    distributions) under the condition of exact resonance ( 0)  in sech-type potential. Thus, panels (a),(b) illustrate elliptic-type oscillations of the entire distribution upon conversion process 1 3w w , when 3, 0   is relatively small. Conversion length max3L  at which the weight of the third mode acquires its first maximum grows with increase of 3, 0  . Specific features of 3 1w w  conversion dynamics encountered when input weight of the third mode 3, 0   is large and close to the asymptotic value 3,   predicted by coupled-mode approach, are illustrated in panels (c),(d). For instance, when 3, 0 3,0.88      [panel (c)] one clearly observes that at the initial stage of propagation the energy is transferred from weak first mode into strong third mode, resulting in the on-axis dip in the total intensity distribution, and in third mode domina-tion at all propagation distances. For slightly smaller input weight of the third mode 3, 0 3,0.87      [panel (d)] one observes an onset of deeply elliptic-type oscillations, with considerable power transfer between different modes. Similar types of dynamics were encountered in grating-type potential, where qualitative modifications occur now when input weight of the third mode approaches 3, 0.957   . Similar evolution regimes encountered in two potentials considered here indi-cate that mode conversion due to nonlinearity modulation can be ob-served for any transverse trapping mechanism. Figures 4(a) and 4(b) illustrate examples of nearly periodic evolution of mode weights for 1 3w w  resonant conversion process in sech-type potential as predicted by Eq. (1). Weight of the second mode 2  remains negligible and is not shown. Notice remarkable differences with non-periodic evolution from Fig. 2(a) obtained with Eq. (2). The origin of this difference comes from the fact that Eqs.(2) were derived under assump-tion of invariable mode profiles and they do not account for modification of 1,3b  values due to nonlinearity. In practice, the nonlinear contribution to instantaneous propagation constants results in effective frequency detuning from exact resonance. This detuning grows with the nonlineari-ty modulation depth and leads to finite conversion length in real-world system, which decreases with   [see Fig.6(b) below that illustrates that conversion length diverges as 0 ]. Radiative losses that unavoidably appear in Eq. (1) may also affect conversion dynamics.  
 Fig. 4. Dynamics of the mode weights during 1 3w w  conversion pro-cess calculated with Eq. (1) for different levels of seed mode 3, 0 0    (a), 3, 0 0.1    (b) in sech-type potential. (c) Conversion length versus 
3, 0  . In all cases 0.3 , 0 , and 1, 0 3, 0 1     . The presence of even weak third mode at the input drastically increas-es conversion length [notice different horizontal scales in (a),(b)]. At the initial stage the power flows from weak third into strong first mode (ex-actly as found in coupled mode approach). The conversion length max3L  monotonically grows with 3, 0   at least up to 3, 0 0.5    [Fig. 4(c)]. Mode conversion due to longitudinal nonlinearity modulation is a reso-nant effect and the efficiency of this process strongly depends on the detuning of actual modulation frequency from the resonant value 
1 3b b . The dependence of the maximal weight max3  of the third mode acquired upon propagation for 1 3w w  process is shown in Fig. 5(a) depending on detuning  . The fact that max3  remains below 1  even at resonance is an intrinsic property of the system with nonlinearity modu-lation and is not the result of radiative losses that are negligible, for exam-ple, in Fig. 4(a). The width of the resonance curve monotonically grows with the nonlinearity modulation depth  . The resonant character of the process is also evident from the dependence max3 ( )L   [Fig. 5(b)], where it is seen that conversion is slowest (but most efficient) exactly at reso-nance. The results agree qualitatively with predictions of coupled-mode approach (2) (red dots), but one can see that the latter provides narrower resonance curves [notice that max3L  diverges at 0  in Eq. (2)].  
 Fig. 5. Dependencies of the maximal weight of the third mode (a) and conversion length (b) on the relative detuning   of the modulation fre-quency from its resonant value (in percent) in sech-type potential at 
0.05 , 1, 0 1   , 3, 0 0   . Solid lines were obtained with direct solution of Eq. (1), while red dots indicate predictions of coupled-mode approach (2). As it was pointed out above, the efficiency of "reverse" conversion pro-cess 3 1w w  strongly depends on the input weight of the third mode, as illustrated in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d). While for large input weights 3, 0   (small 1, 0  ) the conversion efficiency is strongly reduced due to the fact that nearly all power remains confined in the third mode, below critical input weight 3,   one observes efficient conversion with deep oscillations in total intensity distribution. The transition between two regimes is accompanied by drastic increase of conversion length max1L  (defined as a distance at which weight of the first mode acquires maximal value) at 3, 0 3,     and its subsequent rapid diminishing with decrease of 3, 0   [notice that in Fig. 6(a) we show max1L  as a function of 1, 0  ]. One should take into account that conversion lengths max3L  and max1L  introduced for 1 3w w  and 3 1w w  processes, respec-tively, are different. This becomes evident from Fig. 4(a) if one starts from the point, where 1, 3, 0.5    , and identifies the distance up to the first maxima for the first and third modes. The dependence similar to Fig. 6(a) was obtained also for grating-type potential, with the only difference that the jump in conversion length shifts to lower 1, 0 0.043    value. Notice, that since this threshold depends on the particular exchange integrals for each type of potential, one can optimize mode conversion process by minimizing 31g  integral after proper tuning of parameters of the guiding structure. In all cases the conversion length is a monotonically decreasing func-tion of the nonlinearity modulation depth   [Fig. 6(b)], that is in com-plete agreement with the prediction of the coupled-mode approximation. A similar reduction of the coupling length was encountered when input modes with larger power (normalization constant) 2( ) 1kw d    were used at the input. Summarizing, we have shown that longitudinal resonant modulation of the nonlinear refractive index stimulates mode conversion in multi-mode guiding structures. Dynamics of the mode weights remarkably differs from that in the guiding structures with harmonic modulation of the linear refractive index due to the strong dependence of evolution dynamics on the input conditions and exchange integrals.  
 Fig. 6. (a) Discontinuous dependence of the conversion length on 1, 0   in sech-type potential at 0.3 , 0 . (b) Conversion length versus 
  at 0 , 0.15 , 1, 0 0.05    in grating-type potential. In both cases 3 1w w  process is considered. 
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